Match Report
Uckfield 5 v Maidstone 46

by Trevor Langley

League: London 3 SE
Away at Uckfield, Saturday 29 September, 2012 Kick Off – 3.00 pm
Maidstone got their season rolling, in
earnest, with this 46-5 win over Uckfield
on a pleasant sunny afternoon in
Sussex. The forced lay off last week
gave extra time for some of the bruises,
resulting from the gruelling encounter
with Bromley, to heal and for a number
of extra players to join the squad.
Into the back row, at open side flanker,
came local lad, Ben Hunter, who has
changed University and is now regularly available. Lucien Morosan, who picked
up a knock in the President’s game, was fit again and started at scrum half, while
new Aussie recruit, Ivan Walkling, came in on the left wing for absentee, James
Davis. Finally, Mark Dorman came back for Jason Smith on the left wing.
But the key change in this game was the tempo and cohesion of the play,
generated by a team that knew what was intended and, for the most part,
executed in style. The pack made the hard yards but looked to keep the ball
moving while the ball moved smoothly down the three-quarter line, with Willie
Brown controlling matters from fly half. Walkling, starting on the left wing, quickly
showed he is an all-round footballer with a brace of tries in the first quarter. The
second followed a break from the Maidstone 22 by Dane Smith, showing a real
turn of speed to cut down the left and outpace the cover, while the first got the
score board rolling after twelve minutes.
Maidstone started with high intensity and locked
Uckfield in their own 22 until the first try was
scored. It might seem churlish to note that the
visitors should have been on the scoreboard
earlier, but Uckfield mounted a solid defence
throughout the game and this was, by no means, a
stroll in the park for Maidstone. The equivalent
game last year was a torrid affair and Uckfield
considered they had managed to strengthen their team in the interim.
The second try came after eighteen minutes, this one following a scrum on the
Uckfield 22. The ball was moved right by scum half, Morosan, and after the first

foray was held, he found Graves the second time, who made the line with two
defenders attached.
Maidstone gained their bonus point after 25
minutes with their fourth try. This was set up
by a determined kick and chase by right wing,
Dorman, taking the play from the Maidstone
22, deep into their opponents 22. From the
resulting line out, play went across the field
and Mark Dorman was on hand to get the try.
Morosan’s conversion attempt, from the
touch line, hit the upright and if there was a
weakness in the Maidstone play, it was the poor rate of adding conversions. Only
one was successful all afternoon, out of seven tries scored.
After Maidstone’s initial burst, Uckfield began
to find some improved cohesion and establish
more consistent possession of their own.
However, their three-quarters offered little
threat and were routinely contained. It was
deep into stoppage time before Maidstone
increased their lead, this time from a simple
penalty, by Morosan, in front of the posts. And
with the half time whistle almost at the
referee’s lips, hooker, Bailey claimed a further
try to allow Maidstone a 30-0 half time lead.
With one side having such an emphatic lead,
second halves can often be anticlimactic. And
to some extent this was the case here. With
the rolling replacements law now in place,
Maidstone took advantage to change
combination on the field and this removed
some cohesion from the team. In addition,
Uckfield upped the intensity of their own play
and it was 25 minutes into the half before
Maidstone scored again. This time it was Walking, playing at scrum half, who got
the touchdown to complete a hat trick on his debut.
The last ten minutes was scrappy as Uckfield strove to get on the scorecard and
a tiring Maidstone scrambled to deny them. But a generous interpretation of a
touchdown, by left wing, Evans, gave them some consolation at the last.
After the slightly disappointing opening game of the season, when Maidstone’s
pack dominated but the team failed to convert superiority into points, this game
gave a much better indication of the inherent potential in the side. The pack was

untroubled in the tight and showed
dynamism in the loose. The half back
combination looked sharp, and if Morosan
occasionally took on a little too much
himself, his sharp pass gave Willie Brown
the time and space to pull the strings from
fly half. With power and weight outside, the
three-quarters asked too many questions on
this occasion and with lighter, speedier
options also available in the squad, a raft of
combinations are available for future games. The addition of Walking to the
squad, who looks to have the all round footballing skills that can be deployed
across the line, is a bonus.
There are of course caveats to add to early season expectation, particularly that
governing injuries. But this group of players, for the first time in recent years,
looks to have the skill, power and experience to challenge for honours this
season.

Maidstone XV
Ben Williams; Sam Bailey; Danny Baker; James Iles; Lee Evans: Paul Highland;
Ben Hunter; Richard Parker: Lucien Morosan; Willie Brown: Ivan Walkling; Neil
Graves; Dane Smith: Mark Dorman: Matt Iles (Replacements: Luke Debnam front row; Nick Bunyan; Dan Foley)

